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in 720p & 480p qualities for
your mobile/tablet/computer.

this movie is based on
comedy, crime, mystery. this
movie is available in hd print

so you can click on the
download button below to
download golmaal returns

(2008)hd print full movie on
internet. golmaal again is yet
another fun filled ride about
two gangs who are unable to
stand each other since their

childhood and how they
repulse each other even after
they grow up. it is yet another

hilarious adventure with its
fair share of thrills that are
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sure to surprise the audience
and fill their hearts with

laughter and joy. it is a film
that will surely make

everyone laugh, cry and
realize the importance of how

beautiful life is.
gopal,laxman1,madhav,lucky

and laxman 2 live in
orphanage of jamnadas.one

day they come across an
abandoned baby outside the

orphanage and name her
kushi.gopal and mahadav

dont get well with each other
and often have fights.gopal
leaves the orphanage with
laxman 1 and madhav also
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leaves with lucky and laxman
2.years later they have grown
up an earn good by doing con

jobs and send a share to
jamnadass orphanage.one

day they come to know that
jamnadas is no more and they

go to attend his prayer
meeting.anna their childhood
friend who can communicate
with spirits meets them at a
prayer meeting.while the 5
boys leave the orphanage
after the prayer meeting a

strange figure follows
them.anna is sure the boys

will come back in orphanage
as the strange figure wants
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